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Pop Song Piracy: Disobedient Music Distribution since 1929University of Chicago Press, 2011




	The music industry’s ongoing battle against digital piracy is just the latest skirmish in a long conflict over who has the right to distribute music. Starting with music publishers’ efforts to stamp out bootleg compilations of lyric sheets in 1929, Barry Kernfeld’s Pop Song Piracy details nearly a...
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Hacking: THE BLUEPRINT A Beginners Guide To Ethical Computer Hacking (CyberPunk Blueprint Series)CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2017

	Ever wonder how easy it is to hack into someone’s bank account info while surfing the net at your local Starbucks? Learning how to hack is one of the best preventative measures you can take when protecting yourself from other hackers. Hacking is often misunderstood and that is for good reason. Many people use hacking as...
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Programming Linux GamesNo Starch Press, 2001
Programming Linux Games discusses important multimedia toolkits (including a very thorough discussion of the Simple DirectMedia Layer) and teaches the basics of Linux game programming. Readers learn about the state of the Linux gaming world, and how to write and distribute Linux games to the Linux gaming community.

This book is...
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Database Systems: Design, Implementation and Management, Sixth EditionCourse Technology PTR, 2004
This Sixth Edition takes you clearly and effectively through the entire process of database development and implementation. This market leading text includes new Visio and UML tutorials, as well as a new chapter on Advanced SQL. All appendices are housed on a CD that accompany every copy of the text.

Takes students step by step through...
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Harley Hahn's Emacs Field GuideApress, 2016

	In this book, Harley Hahn demystifies Emacs for programmers, students, and everyday users. The first part of the book carefully creates a context for your work with Emacs. What exactly is Emacs? How does it relate to your personal need to work quickly and to solve problems? Hahn then explains the technical details you need to understand...
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The Complete Guide to SAS IndexesSAS Institute, 2006
           Charles Patridge Sr. Data Engineer Full Capture Solutions, Inc
 Michael has written an excellent learning and reference manual about SAS® indexes which is well thought out and presented aptly. 

       Marje Fecht Partner Prowerk Consulting
   Michael Raithel...
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Oracle Database 10g: The Complete Reference (Osborne ORACLE Press Series)McGraw-Hill, 2004

	Get a thorough understanding of Oracle Database 10g from the most comprehensive Oracle database reference on the market, published by Oracle Press. From critical architecture concepts to advanced object-oriented concepts, this powerhouse contains nearly 50 chapters designed to enlighten you. Upgrade from earlier versions, use SQL,...
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Learn Vertex & Pixel Shader Programming with DirectX 9Wordware Publishing, 2004
This book covers all the fundamentals of programming vectors using SIMD methodology in conjunction with the Direct3D 9 application interfaces.

Text shows how to write assembly language for programming the vertex shader and pixel shader hardware using DirectX 9. Covers the fundamentals of programming vectors using SIMD methodology in...
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Access 2007 VBA Programming For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
If you’ve been using Access for a while, you’re probably aware of its power and potential and itching to take advantage of both. AccessÐ’ 2007 VBA Programming For Dummies takes you beyond forms and reports and shows you how to use VBA to create killer Access databases and applications. This gentle introduction to VBA...
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Handbook of Critical Care Drug TherapyLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006
The Handbook of Critical Care Drug Therapy was originally developed because of the complexity of critical care medicine. Remembering the drugs of choice for arrhythmias, infections, electrolyte emergencies, sedation, poisonings, and a host of other problems has always been daunting. With new drugs and...
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Hacking: Computer Hacking, Security Testing,Penetration Testing, and Basic SecurCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016

	
		Are you interested in learning about how to hack systems?

	
		Do you want to learn how to protect yourself from being hacked?

	
		Do you wish to learn the art of ethical hacking?

	
		Do you want to know the secrets techniques that genius hackers use?

	
		Do you want to learn how to protect yourself...
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Digital Data Integrity: The Evolution from Passive Protection to Active ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
How to plan your future strategy for efficient, cost-saving data management
    Businesses have historically treated data protection as an afterthought, as simply making an occasional copy of data that could be used in the future. Today, this attitude is changing rapidly. The ever-increasing amount of data, along with the...
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